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1 Claim. (Cl. 163—5) 

Hinged-latch needles for knitting machines comprise, 
as a rule, in the vicinity of their butts a slot carrying be 
tween its two sides the hinge pin of the latch which 
closes or opens the access to the needle butt according 
to its position. , 

In general, this hinge pin consists of a cylindrical 
threaded trunnion having formed at either end, after its 
assembly, a head, the two heads of each hinge pin being 
riveted in opposite tapered or countersunk recesses formed 
in the outer faces of each side, these recesses being co 
axial with the tapped holes previously engaged by the 
latch-carrying hinge pin. 

Knitting machines or hosiery needles have also been 
proposed wherein the latches comprise trunnionsformed 
integrally therewith and introduced in slots formed in the 
sides of the needle, after these sides have resiliently been 
moved apart from each other. . 
Now, notably in modern knitting machines operating 

at very high speeds, for example of the order of 16 beats 
per second, the slightest de?ection of the latch hingle pin 
during the operation of the machine will cause defects 
to appear in the knitted product and the needle must be 
thrown away; however, these de?ections cannot be avoid~ 
ed with existing latch needles since a sufficient play must 
be reserved during their manufacture to permit the mount 
ing of the latches, and this play increases gradually until 
it becomes abnormally large after a more or lms long 
period of operation, due to the efforts to which these pins 
are subjected. 
With the latch needle according to this invention these 

inconveniences are avoided; to this end, it is character 
ized in that the latch hinge pin consists of a cylindrical 
portion on which the latch is mounted for free rotation, 
this cylindrical portion having cylindrical side extensions 
of slightly smaller diameter which are mounted for loose 
rotation in holes formed to this end through the sides 
of the needle slot provided for mounting the needle latch. 
Due to the loose mounting of the latch pin in the 

needle sides and of the latch on the needle, the mechan 
ical wear is distributed throughout the peripheral surfaces 
of the different bores; therefore, this wear occurs at a 
slower rate and since it is not attended by any ovalization 
it is less objectionable. , 
The latch pin may be manufactured notably from a 

suitable plastic having a resistance to wear superior to 
that of the steel, such as “nylon” or like material; it is 
an additional advantage of the use of these modern plas- . 
tics to have the possibility of reducing the clearance to 
a very low value, of the order of half the play usually 
tolerated in conventional-type needles. 

This result is obtained according to this invention by 
providing a method of manufacturing hosiery or like 
needles which is characterized in that the plastic material 
constituting the latch pin is injected into the holes of the 
sides of the slot formed in the needle, and at the same 
time into the latch hole, the latter having been properly- - 
positioned beforehand. 
To this end the latch hole is aligned with the holes 

formed through the sides of the needle, then these sides 
are clamped against the latch in order to‘eliminate any 
free gap therebetween, and the plastic material is in 
jected into the holes; upon completion of the injection 
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step, the sides are released and, due to their inherent 
elasticity,‘ they resume their initial position, the plastic 
material ?lling completely the ‘three'ori?ces, thus ensur 
ing a perfect centering; the minimum play necessary for 
the proper operation of the latch, between the latch and 
the hinge pin, results from. the shrinking of the plastic 
as it cools ‘downto room temperature, thus permitting a 
very smooth operation of the latch; the hole formed 
through the latch is slightly greater than thoseformed 
through the sides of the needle slot, as already explained 
hereinabove, so that the relevant portion of, the hinge 
pin, by having similarly a slightly greater diameter, is 
retained between the aforesaid two sides. ’ ' v ‘ 

In order to afford a clearer understanding'of, this inven 
tion and of the manner in which the same may be'car 
ried out in practice, "reference willnow be made to the 
accompanying drawing illustrating diagrammatically a 
typical embodiment of the invention. In. the drawing: 
FIGURE 1 is a side. elevational view of a needle; 
FIGURE 2 is a cross section taken upon the line II—-II 

of FIG. 1, and showing on a larger scale the metal parts 
before the injection of the hinge pin; 
FIGURE 3 is a similar view taken during the injection 

step; and ~ 

FIGURE 4 is a similarview taken after the injection 
step andwiththe hinge pin shrunk in position. , 

In the drawing, the needle 1 comprises in the vicinity 
of its hook, or butt 2 a hinge pin 3 on which a latch 4 
is pivotablly mounted between two sides 5 and 6. 
To this end, ‘holes 7, 8 and 9 are formed through the 

side 5, latch 4 and side 6, the diameter of the latch hole 
8 being slightly greater than those ofholes 7 and 9 of 
sides 5 and 6, respectively. . ' 

To form by injection of a suitable plastic material the 
hinge pin on which the latch 4 is to subsequently pivot 
in the needle, the two sides 5 and 6 are pressed toward 
each other, as shown in FIG. 3, after the’ holes in the 
sides 5, 6 and latch '4 have ‘been strictly aligned with 
each other; then the plastic material is injected from the 
nozzle 10 through the three coaxial ori?ces and since no 
play or gap is left between the sides 5, 6 and latch 4, 
the plastic cannot leak in between the parts and remains 
concentrated inside these ori?ces; upon completion of the 
injection step proper the sides 5 and 6 are released and, 
due to their inherent elasticity they resume their initial 
position as shown in FIG. 4, so as to leave a moderate 
side play permitting the pivoting movements of the latch 
4; When the plastic material has cooled down to room 
temperature, due to the shrinking produced therein,‘ a 
slight play is also obtained between the two portions 12 
and 13 of smaller diameter of pin 3 and the latch 4, on 
the one hand, and between the relevant holes 7 and 9 
of sides 5 and 6, as well as between its intermediate por 
tion 11 of slightly greater diameter and the correspond 
ing hole 8 in the latch 4; this very slight play permits a 
very smooth pivoting of the latch about the hinge pin 8. 

It is another advantage of the latch needle thus ob 
,tained that the outer edges 14 and 15 of the hinge pin, 
due to the shrinking of the. pin material, are slightly re 
cessed with respect to the outer faces 16 and 17 of sides 
5 and 6, so that these ends will not catch the yarn dur-V 
ing the operation of the needle in the knitting loom. 
Although the present invention has been described in ' 

. conjunction with a‘preferred embodiment, it is to be 
65 understood that modi?cations and variations may be re 

, sorted to Without departing from the spirit and scope of 
the invention, as those skilled in the art will readily under 
stand. Such modi?cations and variations are considered 
to be within the purview and scope of the invention and 
appended claim. ' 

What we claim is': 
A method of manufacturing a latch needle having a ' i 
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latch pivoted about a pin extending transversely to its 
mounting slot, for knitting machines, wherein said pin 
consists of a cylindrical portion on which said latch is 
loosely mounted, said cylindrical portion having opposite 
lateral extensions also of cylindrical con?guration but of 
smaller diameter which are loosely mounted in turn in 
holes formed to this end in the ?anges of the mounting 
slot of the needle latch, which method consists inrdispos 
ing the latch hole in alignment with said ?ange holes, 
clamping said ?anges against the latch to eliminate any 
clearance therebetween injecting heated plastic material 
intojthe thus aligned holes and, when said injection is 
completed, releasing said ?anges and allowing the thus 
injected'plastic material to set by cooling so that'the 
?anges,,due to their inherent elasticity, resume auto 
matically their initial position, the plastic material ?lling 
completely the three aligned holes ensure a perfect cen 
tering, and the shrinking of the plastic material as it 

' cools down the room temperature provides automatically 
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the play necessary for the proper operation of the latch 
between said hinge-pin and said ?anges and between said 
latch and said hinge pin. 
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